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Executive Summary
GLASS will provide a distributed framework for sharing common services of public administra-
tions across the EU for citizens, businesses and governments. It will create a new paradigm for
the sharing and transfer of personal information, with the citizen in control.

This deliverable 3.4 constitutes version A of the GLASS architecture and represents a first high-
level view on the architecture, including a technical and component-driven GLASS use cases.
We present a clear delimitation for the individual components, a connection to the requirements
presented in D3.1 and D3.2, an introduction to the inner functionalities of each component, a
first description of interfaces and interactions and an initial selection of technologies.

We make use of existing research and related work in the field of blockchain/DLT architectures
for eGovernment. Therefore, the general outcome of this document is an intial "comprehensive,
decentralised and trustworthy architecture blueprint for cross-border data sharing in the domain
of eGovernment".

This architecture constitutes only the first version. A second and final version of the architecture
will be published in September 2022 (M21). This version will draw knowledge from the prac-
tical implementation phase and the outcomes from the various tasks related to the individual
components in work packages 4, 5, 6, and 7.
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1 Introduction
This deliverable has been produced in the context of the EU H2020 Project "GLASS - Sin-
GLe Sign-on eGovernAnce paradigm based on a distributed file exchange network for Security,
transparency, cost effectiveness and truSt", which is co-funded by the European Commission
under the Grant agreement ID: 959879. The publication deals specifically with the architecture
of GLASS and is part of work package 3 (WP3). The architecture is developed in an iterative
approach, where this deliverable constitutes the initial version (A). An improved and final ver-
sion (B) will be delivered in September 2022 (M21, D3.5). Hence, this architecture should be
considered an initial outline. The final version will include findings from the practical implemen-
tation phases, that is part of WP4-7.

The deliverables D3.1 [6], D3.2 [1], D3.3 [3] and D3.4 build on each other. D3.1 describes the
high-level use cases and functional requirements. D3.2 derives the technical and non-functional
requirements from D3.1, considering the different (and in part already existing) components
and modules. D3.3 focuses on a subtask with defining the distributed data sharing model with
regards to data privacy and integrity. This deliverable combines all insights and requirements
of the before mentioned deliverables, advances many details, and compiles a first high-level
view on the architecture, including:

• technical use cases based on the GLASS scenarios,

• a clear delimitation for the individual components,

• a connection to the requirements,

• an introduction to the inner functionalities of each component,

• a first description of interfaces and interactions,

• a graphical overview of the high-level architecture,

• and an initial selection of technologies.

The deliverable makes use of existing research and related work in the field of blockchain/DLT
architectures in the context of eGoverance services. Hence, the general outcome is an in-
tial "comprehensive, decentralised and trustworthy architecture blueprint for cross-border data
sharing".

The overall objective is to give a clear, concise and comprehensive overview of the entire
GLASS ecosystem and network. All deliverables of WP3 combined will form the foun-
dation for the first implementation phase.

1.1 Methodology

The major contribution of this deliverable is the technical detailed description of the various
components, services and artefacts of the GLASS system. We derived the architecture in an
iterative approach, that is illustrated in Figure 1. First, we created an initial version based on the
findings and requirements described in D3.1, D3.2 and D3.3. Then we advanced the architec-
ture with information from the deliverables D4.1 [2] and D2.1 [4]. Then we conducted structured
interviews with the technical partners (from WP4-7) to take existing and proven technologies,
specifications and preliminary findings from the development work packages into consideration.
This process was repeated until redundancies were eliminated and a clear view on the features
and functionalities of each component could be established.
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In addition, we created some generalised uses cases and mapped them to the distinct compo-
nents. These use cases will act a blueprint for the initial development phase.

Figure 1: Methodology for designing the GLASS Architecture

We present the results in this deliverable. For each component direct links to the requirements
defined in D3.1 and D3.2 are given, whenever a clear identification was possible. In addition,
we introduce new and more precise names for each component. This helps to match the exact
functionality of each component. All diagrams and illustrations in this deliverable follow the
UML standard and where created with PlantUML1. PlantUML allows to create UML diagrams
with plain text language. This supports an effective management and collaborative work on this
formalised representations within the GLASS consortium. The diagrams are managed in the
internal repository of the project.

1.2 Structure of the Document

This document is divided into four main chapters. In Chapter 2 the most relevant related work
regarding blockchain-based eGovernance architecture are discussed, to ensure the GLASS ar-
chitecture benefits from previous insights and proven methodologies. In Chapter 3 we present
a high-level view in the architecture, covering the component names and an overview compo-
nent diagram. In Chapter 4 the most relevant terms, stakeholders and roles are summarised

1https://plantuml.com
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to support the understanding of this deliverable. Furthermore, two technical use cases and the
access control concept are depicted. In Chapter 5 each component of GLASS is described
in detail. Among other things, this includes a description of subcomponents and exemplary
sequence diagrams.
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2 Related Work
In the following the state-of-the-art and related work regarding the design of blockchain-based
software architectures in the context of eGovernance are explored. It extends the work of D2.1
in terms of architecture design.

For the literature review we did a dedicated keyword search on Google Scholar2. At first, we
identified core keywords of the GLASS solution. We believe that the keywords cross-border,
digital identity, distributed system, public sector, and data sharing describe the GLASS
solution most suitable. From there, we identified additional keywords which are related to the
previously stated main keywords. The overall overview of used keywords are listed in Table 1.
For the actual search, we used either three or four keywords and combined them with logical
operators, such as: ("data sharing" OR "digital identity") AND "cross-border" AND "blockchain".
Without claiming to be complete, we have created various combinations that are reasonable
in our opinion and used them to perform corresponding queries. For the selection of papers,
we went through the result list of each query, but never further than the third page or until the
30th search result. For a more depth inspection, we filtered out results based on the number
of citations, search precision, what was written in the abstract and the conference or journal
where the corresponding paper was published.

Main Keywords Related Keywords
cross-border interoperability
digital identity eIDAS, self-sovereign identity / SSI
public sector eGovernment, eGovernance, digital public services, pub-

lic administration
distributed system distributed file system, blockchain, distributed ledger,

IPFS
data sharing GDPR

Table 1: Keywords for literature search

In the end, our literature review filtered out four papers which we classify as related work of
the GLASS solution. Those papers are listed in Table 2 and are summarised shortly in the
following.

Paper Journal / Conference Citations
Rahman et al. [9] IEEE Transactions on Engineering Management 21
Geneiatakis et al. [5] IEEE Transactions on Engineering Management 19
Liu and Li [8] International Journal of Information Management 90
Hörandner et al. [7] International Conference on Availability, Reliability

and Security
29

Table 2: Results of the literature search

Rahman et al. [9] propose a system for cross-border data sharing using a blockchain-based
approach. The system provides data storing and data sharing with blockchain transaction
logging. Misbehaviour can be detected through blockchain logging and may be punished if
detected. The proposed system tackles the accountability property of General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR). The system describes a security gateway which controls data access

2https://scholar.google.com/
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via implemented policies. However, it is not well defined how policies are implemented and
if the users consent is respected. In general, the proposed system assumes a relaxed trust
relationship where the GLASS solution does not require any trust between users. Finally, it is
unclear if data is stored encrypted and the deletion of data is not described which is enforced
through the right to be forgotten.

Geneiatakis et al. [5] simulated cross-border eGovernment services on a blockchain environ-
ment. For their analysis, they deployed a blockchain network with Hyperledger Fabric with 28
nodes representing the countries of the European Union existing at that time. They conclude
that such a system is technically feasible in terms of performance while benefiting from the
advantages of the blockchain.

Liu and Li [8] propose a framework for cross-border e-commerce supply chains. In particular, it
is introduced to solve the traceability problem with a blockchain-based approach. Their frame-
work include multiple chains for different purposes, information anchoring, a key distribution
and a anti-counterfeiting method. Large files are stored in InterPlanetary File System (IPFS)
and anchored on the blockchain via their hashes. Data is encrypted and access is managed
and given only to authorised entities. As their framework conducts mainly data from IoT devices
and no personal data the proposed system is not checked for GDPR compliance.

Hörandner et al. [7] describe a platform, called CREDENTIAL, that provides users the possibility
to share identity and personal data in a secure and privacy-preserving manner. The overall
system guarantees this through asymmetric cryptography with end-to-end encryption methods
and allows data sharing in environments with limited trust such as public clouds. However, the
proposed system is limited to this use-case. Also transaction logging was not considered and
the system was not checked for GDPR compliance.

Overall, we conclude that the idea of GLASS is novel and has not yet been explored and im-
plemented by others to the extent envisioned. GLASS provides cross-border data sharing and
self-sovereign identity features in a GDPR compliant manner. Data is only shared through the
users consent, can be deleted on demand and all processes in the ecosystem are accountable
through its detailed logging on the ledger. GLASS is extensible to new use cases due to its
programmability, where Geneiatakis et al. [5] have shown that a practical system can also be
technically feasible from a performance perspective.

In summary, we are convinced, that no previous work can effectively guide the design of the
GLASS architecture. The many details and new features require a fresh view. Therefore,
in this deliverable we move forward with the original draft of the architecture and advance it
further.
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3 Architecture Overview
This Chapter introduces a high-level view of the architecture. The GLASS architecture consists
of nine distinct services/components within two different layers. The core and infrastructure
functionalities for the GLASS ecosystem are provided in the first layer. On this layer the identity
management, data exchange, data storing, and access control is executed. The second layer
combines the value-adding services of the GLASS ecosystem. They are built on top of the first
layer. Each component is divided into subcomponents.

In the following, an overview of the services is provided, including their names and acronyms.
The Long Name is a reference to the original component depiction from the description of work
document and is used throughout the previous deliverables.

First Layer

Name (Acronym) Long Name Description
Wallet (WLT) Single Sign-on Wallet as a

Service (WaaS)
The main entry- and interaction-point for
the GLASS ecosystem. Implemented as
a web application that follows the Self-
sovereign identity (SSI) approach.

Distributed Ledger
(DLT)

Distributed ledger for global
identity management and
document transaction
recording

Provides a single point of truth for the over-
all system state of the GLASS ecosystem.
It also provides a decentralised runtime
environment for smart contracts.

Decentralized
Data Store (DDS)

Distributed IPFS for data
management

Privacy preserving GDPR-compliant data
store. Due to its decentralised and dis-
tributed nature the DDS is highly available
and resilient.

Data Schema
Transformer (DST)

AI Data Schema Trans-
former

Responsible for intercommunication be-
tween centralised, decentralised or dis-
tributed systems, including internal and ex-
ternal services. It acts as a layer trained
to recognise data structures and transform
them as needed.

Data Sharing
Framework (DSF)

Collaborative privacy-aware
framework for sharing and
processing sensitive data

Enables data consumer and data provider
to create and sign agreements for data
sharing purposes within the GLASS
ecosystem. For this purpose, smart con-
tracts are created and used that specify
policies for specific data.

Secure Gate-
way (SCG)

Secure Gateway channel on
the Fly

Provides security and integrity on the tech-
nical level in the GLASS ecosystem. It
is responsible for authorisation and valida-
tion checks when smart contracts are exe-
cuted.

Table 3: GLASS First Layer

Second Layer
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Name (Acronym) Long Name Description
Exploration Ser-
vice (EXS)

Browser Service Module for
Distributed Content Orches-
tration

Allows to search and browse for content
within the GLASS ecosystem. It indexes
information from the DLT and the DDS and
provides a dedicated mechanism for pri-
vacy and visibility of content.

Analytics Mod-
ule (ANM)

Transactions based Analyt-
ics Module

Enables to obtain a better understanding
of transactions and assist the monitoring of
operations in the GLASS ecosystem. For
this purposes, it facilitates the execution
of analysis of the data within the GLASS
ecosystem.

GLASS Ecosys-
tem & SDK
(GLASS-SDK)

Decentralized applications
ecosystem creation and
customization

Provides the tools to develop GLASS-
compliant DApps. This includes a local en-
vironment that contains all the core infras-
tructure for simulation purposes.

Table 4: GLASS Second Layer

Figure 3 shows a compilation of all GLASS components, including subcomponents, and their
connections to each other. As depicted the user interface of the WLT interacts with the front-
end of the DSF, the storage management of the WLT communicates with the DLT and the DDS
and the evidence management of the WLT with the DST. The sharing and proxy contracts of
the DSF are communicating with the SCG and interact with the DLT and the DDS. The indexing
service of the EXS access data from the DLT and the DDS. In contrast, the indexing service
of the ANM access data from the index of the EXS. The development environment of the
GLASS-SDK has interactions with the DLT, the DDS and the WLT during simulation of the in-
frastructure. Each component diagram is depicted again in the respective component sections
in Chapter 5. A particularity is the clear indication, if a component constitutes a "traditional"
component (e.g. a backend or frontend service) or a component, which is written as a smart
contract and deployed on the DLT. The first ones are shown in yellow and the second ones in
blue (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Different types of GLASS components.
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4 Use Cases, Stakeholders and Roles
In the following, we present three technical use cases across multiple components, that consti-
tute the essential scenarios of the GLASS first layer: (1) the access control use case illustrates
a high-level view on authentication and security concept, (2) the evidence sharing use case
shows how a user is able to share documents with multiple organisations, and (3) the appli-
cation of proxy user use case emphasises the transfer of rights from one user to another.
These use cases constitute the essence of the scenarios introduced in D3.1 [6] and referenced
accordingly. They act as guidance for the development of the GLASS system and showing the
essential interactions. They are not fully complete in this version A, since the details will only
emerge during the development and piloting phases. Version B of the architecture will deliver
the final technical use cases.

Furthermore, this chapter starts with a brief summary of all relevant use cases, stakeholders,
roles, and terms in order to enhance the overall comprehension of the architecture.

4.1 Terminology

This section introduces the terminology used in this deliverable. Information were extracted
and summarized from D3.1 [6], D4.1 [3] and Sporny et al. [10].

Claim A claim is a statement about a subject made by another entity. Such a claim is described
as a triple with subject, property and value. Multiple claims can be merged to create an
information graph about a subject. [10]

Credential A credential is a set of claims made by the same entity. [10]

Verifiable Credential A verifiable credential consists of at least two information graphs. The
first graph expresses the credential and metadata about the credential, such as the is-
suer and expiration date. The second graph expresses a proof, which is usually a digital
signature. [10] A more profound insight into the concept can be found in D4.1 [3].

Evidence An evidence refers to any physical or digital document, which supports the issuer
to create the corresponding verifiable credential. In some cases, the evidence might
be included in the verifiable credentials to support the verifier trusting the claims in the
verifiable credential. [10] In this document, the terms document and evidence are used
interchangeably.

Entity An entity can be a person, organisation, device or component of the ecosystem.

Smart Contract A smart contract is a program code stored on the DLT. It is executed and its
result validated by the nodes of the DLT. Thus, the DLT provides a decentralised runtime
environment for program code in the GLASS ecosystem. In this document, the terms
smart contract and chaincode are used interchangeably.

Stakeholders

Citizens Citizens participating by using public services and share information to requesting
parties. [6]

Public Sector Organisations at operational/tactical level Public sector organisations partic-
ipating by providing services and issue and verify information to requesting parties. [6]
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Public sector organisations at strategic level, Policy makers Public sector organisations par-
ticipating by providing the legal and strategic framework of the public services. [6]

Private sector organisations Private sector organisations participating by interacting with other
stakeholders and sharing information to requesting parties. [6]

Private sector organisations (strategic level) Private sector organisations participating by
providing new services for the private or public sector. [6]

Identification Services An identification service acts a central point/service to validate the
identity of a GLASS user. GLASS will support eIDAS-compliant services3, to ensure a
cross-border and harmonised validation of the users.

Developers and IT departments Entities who develop and maintain new services for the pri-
vate or public sector. [6]

Roles

User A user can be any citizen, member of a private or public organisation, developer or mem-
ber of an IT department, which interacts with the WLT through its user interface.

Issuer An issuer is making claims about one or more subjects and creating a verifiable cre-
dential from these claims. The result is transmitted to the holder. The issuer usually trusts
the holder. [10] Throughout this deliverable, the terms issuer and trusted signer are used
interchangeably.

Holder A holder is in possession and in control of one or more verifiable credentials. Presenta-
tion to a verifier is intended. The holder usually trusts the issuer to issue true credentials
and the verifier to perform verification correctly. [10]

Verifier A verifier receives one or more verifiable credentials and performs the verification. The
verifier usually trusts the issuer to issue true credentials. [10]

4.2 Access Control

This use cases describes the initial on-boarding to the GLASS ecosystem and the fundamental
access control concepts. A final and more detailed authentication and authorisation concept
will be presented in the version B of the deliverable. This use case is part of all GLASS scenar-
ios.

Technical Workflow

Joining the GLASS ecosystem for the first time, a user’s WLT generates an asymmetric key-pair
and a corresponding seed phrase. The private key is hidden and the public key is accessible
to others. Both keys are stored in the WLT, where a single sign-on with the WLT is sufficient
to access all available services in GLASS that the user is allowed to use. The seed phrase is
a series of words that should be written down on a piece of paper and kept safe. It allows to
recover the digital identity of the user. During onboarding, an issuer links the user’s identity to
the user’s public key. For a better understanding, the initial access to GLASS services is shown

3https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32014R0910
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in Figure 4. It includes an central identification service, that validates the identity of the user
(e.g. an eIDAS provider).

Figure 4: Initial access to GLASS

For security reasons, the private key should not be shared with others, as this would allow
others to act like the user in the ecosystem. In case of loss, e.g., of the phone on which the
wallet and the keys are stored, the private key can be recovered with the corresponding seed
phrase and the public key regenerated. If the seed phrase is not available, GLASS implements
a dedicated key recovery mechanism.

Additionally, the public key can be used to create a secure channel to the corresponding user.
For data sharing, the user creates an encryption key to encrypt the data before storing locally
or remotely. The encryption key is encrypted with the user’s public key so that only the user
who is in possession of the private key can decrypt the encryption key. Content Identifier (CID),
encrypted encryption key and location are stored as a sharing triplet in the DLT. In any case,
users decide how access is granted to others. In some cases, it is sufficient to create a secure
channel with another user by using the user’s public key or by tunneling through the DDS. In
other cases, GLASS provides a DSF that ensures that access is granted only with the user’s
consent and for a specified period of time.
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4.3 Evidence Sharing

This use case describes the details of a evidence/document sharing process between a user
and two organisations (Org1, Org2). It is relevant for all three scenarios: "Alice goes to Por-
tugal", "Konstantinos visiting Istanbul for 6 months", and "Helen is hired as a Java developer".
Figure 5 illustrates the essential process of this use case.

Technical Workflow

A user opens the app store (Google Play or Apple App Store) and installs the WLT on their
smartphone. They perform the initial setup process by providing an identification document and
confidential authentication information (PIN, fingerprint, etc.). The WLT calls an identification
service to validate the credentials. The WLT creates a digital identity, including a local key
pair and a Decentralized Identifier (DID) document. The public key and DID are stored in the
DLT.

The WLT calls the DAppOrg1 to create a complete list of available documents for the user.
The user selects a set of documents for download. The WLT retrieves the documents via
the DAppOrg1 and extracts the included evidences. The wallet transforms the evidences into
a canonical representation by calling the DST. The user manually uploads a document into
the wallet, which evidences also get extracted and transformed. All evidences are encrypted
and uploaded into the DDS. The corresponding CIDs are stored in the DLT (attached to the
DID).

The user wants to share some evidence with the DAppOrg2 to request additional evidences,
therefore they select them in the WLT. The WLT creates a sharing contract via the DSF and
calls the DAppOrg2. The sharing contract includes the affected CIDs and allows the DAppOrg2
to retrieve and decrypt the relevant evidences. After processing the request the DAppOrg2
tunnels the documents via the DLT (sharing contract) to the wallet. The wallet transforms the
documents to evidences (via DST), encrypts it and stores in the DDS, while adding a CID to
the DID.

The WLT of the user is now prepared with a variety of documents and evidences. This enables
the user to engage in various data-sharing scenarios. The DSF is responsible for fine-grained
access control to specific evidences, such as the quantity of evidence access.

4.4 Application of Proxy Users

This use case describes the details the application of proxy users and third-party DApps. A user
A allows a user B to act on their behalf when communicating with an organisation (Org) and
a third-party service provider (Third). This use case is relevant for the scenario "Konstantinos
visiting Istanbul for 6 months". Figure 6 illustrates the essential process of this use case.

Technical Workflow

A user A (WLTA) and a user B (WLTB), each, open the app store (Google Play or Apple App
Store) and install the WLT on their smartphones. They all perform the initial setup process by
authenticating with an identification service. The WLTs create digital identities, including a local
key pair and DID documents. The public keys and DIDs are stored in the DLT.
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Figure 5: Sequence extract from the use case Evidence Sharing
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User A wants to grant user B proxy access to their WLTA, therefore the WLTA creates a proxy
contract via the DSF. User A gets the public key of user B’s DID on a secure channel. The
contract is parameterised with user A’s and user B’s DID and verifies user B’s role as a proxy.
The WLTA sends a direct notification message to the WLTB about the initialisation of the proxy
contract. Both, WLTA and WLTB have now the same authorisation regarding user A’s interaction
with the public authorities.

User B triggers the gathering of a document list and the WLTA calls DAppOrg to receive a
complete list of available documents. User B uses his WLTB to send a document from user A
for approval the DAppOrg via the DLT with a sharing contract (DSF). After approving the request
DAppOrg1, tunnels the documents via the DLT to the wallets.

User B installs a GLASS DApp from third-party in their WLTB and shares a document with this
DAppThird via a sharing contract (created with the DSF). The DApp executes some processing
on the document and sends the result to the wallets.

Eventually, user A revokes the proxy contracts and WLTB has no longer access to the data
space of user A.
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Figure 6: Sequence extract from the use case Application of Proxy Users
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5 Components and Specifications
In this Chapter, the components, that were introduced in Chapter 3, are depicted in detail.
For each component we provide an introduction, an overview of the related requirements from
deliverables D3.1 and D3.2, an outline of the subcomponents, a description of interfaces and
interactions, and a first summary of potential technologies to implement the respective compo-
nent. Furthermore, we assign each component a Type and Visibility scope, that assist in the
actual deployment and advanced security considerations.

The type refers to the kind of deployment, which is applied for a specific component:

Local A local component is only running on a user’s device. Hence, it needs to be installed on
the respective operating system. This may include native mobile applications or desktop
applications. Web applications, that are running in a browser, are not part of this type,
although certain parts of the application are executed locally.

Central A central component is deployed on central web servers, applying established web
technologies. That does not imply a single machine, but servers, that are controlled by a
single or just very few organisational entities. Therefore, a distributed cluster of servers,
controlled by one organisation is considered to be central.

Decentral A decentral component is deployed across multiple servers, where no single organ-
isational entity has control over all servers. In addition, the component can only function
if a specific amount of servers is online. The entirety of servers acts as one decentral
computing and/or storage entity.

The visibility refers to the degree of authorisation, that is required to see the component from a
technical point of view.

Open The entire functionality of the component is open to the world, everybody can use it, who
has access to the Web.

Partly Open Some aspects/features of the component are open to the world, for others an
authorisation is required.

Closed A purely internal component, that is only accessible by other components or GLASS
technical administrators/developers.

5.1 Wallet

The GLASS Wallet WLT is the main entry- and interaction-point of the GLASS ecosystem. It
constitutes a web application, implementing the Self-sovereign identity (SSI) approach to give
the individual user full control over their digital identities. The WLT offers the core feature of
GLASS to manage and exchange personal evidences. It is designed as a DApp, where much
of the business logic is executed decentrally in the DLT and data is stored in the DDS. In
addition, the WLT acts as a runtime environment for other applications (also DApps). This
allows to extend the functionality with additional features and functionalities. The WLT is openly
available and can be installed and used by the general public.

Acronym WLT
Type Local & Decentral
Layer First
Visibility Partly Open
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Related Requirements

The WLT is directly involved in the following requirements and use cases:

System Use Cases All
Business Use Cases All
User Requirements R-01 to R-53, R-56, R-78 to R-90, R-92, R-106 to R-110
Legal Requirements LR-01, LR-02, LR-03, LR-04, LR-06, LR-08, LR-09, LR-10,

LR-11, LR-15, LR-16, LR-19, LR-24, LR-25, LR-26, LR-27,
LR-31, LR-33

Ethical Requirements n/a
Technical Requirements TR_IM_1, TR_WAAS_1 to TR_WAAS_8, TR_TM_2,

TR_TM_4, TR_TM_5, TR_TM_10, TR_AA_1, TR_DM_1,
TR_DM_2, TR_DD_1, TR_DD_2

Vertical Technical Requirements TR_V_1
Non-functional requirements NFR_1, NFR_3, NFR_4, NFR_5, NFR_6, NFR_10, NFR_11,

NFR_12, NFR_13, NFR_14, NFR_15, NFR_18, NFR_20,
NFR_23

Table 6: Related Requirements for the Wallet (WLT)

Table 6 shows that the WLT constitutes an integral component with being relevant to a plethora
of requirements.

Subcomponents

The WLT is divided into a variety of subcomponents, which manage the different responsibil-
ities of the WLT, such as identity and key management, interaction and data exchange with
eGovernance services, third-party DApp administration, and evidence management. Figure 7
illustrates the high-level grouping and interactions of the subcomponents.

User Interface This component is the main interaction point for the user, displaying all native
WLT features and third-party integrations.

Native API Component This component wraps multiple native functionalities of a mobile de-
vice and provides access to them to the WLT and installed DApps. This covers for exam-
ple the camera or biometric scanners.

DID Generation This component handles the generation of various types of DIDs. This in-
cludes (among others) the generation of self-signed single-use DIDs or officially signed
DIDs by third-parties.

DID Management & Communication This component covers two features: (1) It identifies
and authorises the user of the WLT, based on their DID. This also covers support for
Group-DIDs to allow authorisation of users, that are organised within functional groups
(e.g, multiple employees of a public administration). (2) It allows the direct communica-
tion between users based on their DIDs. Hence, it constitutes the basis for providing a
message system between users or/and groups.

DApp Market The DApp market is a one-stop-shop for all GLASS-compliant applications, al-
lowing to search, install, and uninstall them.
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DApp Runtime Environment This environment executes, manages and configures the actual
DApps after installation from the DApp market.

Key Management The key management offers various features concerning the secret key
generation and management. It integrates closely with the runtime environment compo-
nent to handle the keys of the distinct application. It also covers key recovery mecha-
nisms, such as key sharding.

Request Handler This component is responsible for the parsing of requests (single sign-on,
data queries, etc.) and integrates with the Key Management to, after authorisation by the
user, unlock the relevant DApps.

Wallet Database The database is used for storing and indexing internal working data of the
WLT on the local device. It is created with the initial installation and is recreated whenever
a user reinstalls the WLT or enters it on another device.

Storage Management This component is responsible to store all user-related data beyond the
internal working data. This include among other things the evidences and documents.
The storage management is agnostic to actual storing location. Support for the DDS, a
private storage server, and the local device is provided.

eGovernance Middleware This component acts as an intermediate between the official public
administration APIs (e.g, provided by MoJ) and other components of the WLT. It is the
foundation for the development of eGovernance DApps.

Evidence Management This component allows to review and manage all produced and re-
quested evidences, such as change their expiry, delete them, update them or review their
accesses. It is tightly connected to the DSF and the storage management.

Figure 7: Subcomponents of the Wallet (WLT)

Interfaces and Interactions

In principal, the WLT offers two kinds of interfaces: a graphical interface for the end user and a
set of internal APIs for third-party DApps. The user interface integrates with other components
and offers management tools for the personal data and private keys, fine-grained data sharing
features, and third-party DApp administration. The third-party API allows a restricted access
to the users data to (among other things) support data sharing between DApps, access to the
DLT and DDS and device-native features, such as biometric readers and geo services. As an
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example, Figure 8 shows how sendings a message between two users is processed within the
WLT.

Figure 8: Exemplary interaction sequence "Sending a Message" with the Wallet (WLT)

Technologies and Deployment

The WLT is based on the OpenDSU4 framework and specifications. OpenDSU provides a
blockchain-agnostic environment for creating self-sovereign DApps, that are executed in a
JavaScript runtime (such as the one provided by modern browsers). It supports local stor-
age and key management, to store private and sensitive data and access keys. OpenDSU
runs within a mobile browser as a Progressive Web Application (PWA)5, which allows the distri-
bution via multiple means, like native mobile app or within a browser. However, a cloud-based
execution is possible, allowing an API-based access to the GLASS ecosystem, supporting
an integration into third-party enterprise systems. OpenDSU applications can load and ac-
cess (mount) other OpenDSU applications, thus making OpenDSU a suitable framework for
the nested GLASS DApp concept.

5.2 Distributed Ledger

In GLASS the DLT is used as a single point of truth for the overall state of the ecosystem.
The DLT provides different levels of confidentiality where access is controlled based on entity’s
permissions. The public ledger is readable by all entities, including those that have not joined
the GLASS ecosystem. It includes meta information about the system itself. The private ledger
is readable by all entities that have joined the GLASS ecosystem. It includes information about

4https://opendsu.com/
5https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/Progressive_web_apps
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identities and as mentioned in section 4.2 the sharing triplets. In particular, it includes public
keys and rights of trusted signers. Each sharing triplet corresponds to an evidence or a claim.
Those are signed by the issuing authority and encrypted. Then, the sharing triplet contains
meta data about the evidence or claim and a unique CID, the encryption key and the location
as an Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). The encryption key itself is encrypted with the public
key of the data owner. Thereby, only the owner of the data who possesses the corresponding
private key can decrypt the encryption key. For sharing of the encryption key, the user decides
which method is used. In some cases, it may be sufficient to create a secure tunnel using the
public key of the user with whom the encryption key is exchanged. Additionally, GLASS pro-
vides different possibilities, like the data sharing framework, CID tunneling with the DDS and
also creation of a dedicated group-based ledger. A group-based ledger is readable by all enti-
ties of a sub-group of the GLASS ecosystem. Finally, data can be anchored on all confidentiality
levels of the DLT to verify their integrity off-chain. The DLT is able to store program code (smart
contracts) that can be executed and its results validated. Capabilities are not fixed and are
expendable as needed. In conclusion, the DLT can be seen as a distributed and decentralised
back-end of the entire GLASS ecosystem.

Acronym DLT
Type Decentral
Layer First
Visibility Closed

Related Requirements

The DLT is directly involved in the following requirements and use cases:

System Use Cases G-SYS-2-2-1, G-SYS-2-2-2
Business Use Cases G-HL-1, G-HL-2, G-HL-3, G-HL-4
User Requirements R-46 to R-77, R-86, R-87, R-91, R-105, R-108, R-109
Legal Requirements LR-01 to LR-10, LR-14, LR-16, LR-24, LR-30
Ethical Requirements ER-04, ER-06
Technical Requirements TR_TM_1 to TR_TM_10, TR_AA_1, TR_AA_2, TR_DD_4
Vertical Technical Requirements n/a
Non-functional requirements NFR_1, NFR_2, NFR_4, NFR_6, NFR_8, NFR_10, NFR_13,

NFR_14, NFR_15, NFR_16, NFR_17, NFR_18, NFR_20,
NFR_21, NFR_22, NFR_23, NFR_24

Table 8: Related Requirements for the Distributed Ledger (DLT)

Subcomponents

The DLT is divided into four subcomponents, including only backend server-side services (see
9 for an overview).

Node The node is the central part of the DLT. For a distributed and decentralised ledger, there
are several nodes that are managed by different organisations. Together they form a
network with a network protocol that defines the rules. Moreover, each node stores the
various ledgers and together they find a common state of each ledger through a dedicated
consensus algorithm. When choosing a consensus algorithm, the trade-off between scal-
ability, security, and decentralisation should be weighed. Each node disposes an endpoint
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to interact with the DLT. Based on the entity’s permission, the read and write access to
the ledgers might be restricted.

Program Code Environment The validation of smart contract results through execution needs
a dedicated environment. For this, smart contracts should always run in a virtualised
environment to encapsulate critical or malicious program code from the DLT itself.

Group Management The group management allows entities to come together and form a ded-
icated group for their purposes. Depending on the membership confidentiality it logs gath-
erings of entities either on the public or private ledger. Based on that, groups can create
multi-signature transactions and create a group-based ledger for their needs.

Signer Management The signer management allows to add new trusted signers to the GLASS
ecosystem. The ecosystem starts with multiple trusted signers which form the trust an-
chor of GLASS. Those are allowed to add new trusted signers with specific claim rights or
delegate adding of new trusted signers for a specific domain. Thereby, a dedicated chain
of trust is build upon the GLASS ecosystem. The rights of each trust signer is logged in
the private ledger as a triplet with an identifier, claim rights and the public key of the trust
signer.

Figure 9: Basic interaction between subcomponents of the Distributed Ledger (DLT)

Interfaces and Interactions

Nodes and services offer dedicated RESTful APIs for interactions between entities and the
DLT. Users communicates over the WLT with the DLT. However, components, including smart
contracts, of the ecosystem will often rely on the DLT as a common database and a single point
of truth. Figure 10 depicts the storing of a sharing triplet trough the WLT.
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Figure 10: Exemplary interaction sequence "Logging of a sharing triplet" with the Distributed Ledger
(DLT)

Technologies and Deployment

The use of Hyperledger Fabric6 fulfils most of the described requirements, where the the multi-
ledger capabilities are the most important feature. In addition, due to its modular architecture
Hyperledger Fabric provides the necessary extendability. For the deployment, nodes should
operate via Docker or Kubernetes and smart contracts are executed in a separate container or
pod. Described services should be implemented as dedicated smart contracts, that are stored
on the blockchain and executed by nodes of the system itself. Finally, the DID7 and Verifiable
Credentials (VC)8 standards are used for storing identity information and verifiable claims in
the DLT.

5.3 Decentralized Data Store

In GLASS users decide where their personal evidences, documents, and claims are stored.
Besides storing data in the personal data store directly in the WLT, the DDS provides a place
where data can be stored and retrieved in a GDPR compliant manner. The DDS is operated by
trusted entities of the GLASS ecosystem and is publicly readable by all members. Therefore,
all personal data must be encrypted by the WLT before storing it in the DDS. Additionally, data
stored in the DDS is associated with a CID, data in the DDS is not searchable and the CID
must be known to retrieve the corresponding data. Consequently, without knowing a CID and
having the corresponding encryption key it is almost impossible to retrieve and read stored data.
Finally, due to its distributed and decentralised characteristics, the DDS provides resilience and

6https://hyperledger-fabric.readthedocs.io
7https://www.w3.org/TR/did-core/
8https://www.w3.org/TR/vc-use-cases/
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high availability of stored data.

Acronym DDS
Type Decentral
Layer First
Visibility Closed

Related Requirements

The DDS is directly involved in the following requirements and use cases:

System Use Cases G-SYS-2-3-1
Business Use Cases n/a
User Requirements R-79, R-80, R-108, R-109
Legal Requirements LR-01, LR-02, LR-04, LR-08, LR-10, LR-14, LR-16
Ethical Requirements ER-04, ER-06
Technical Requirements TR_WAAS_4, TR_IM_2, TR_TM_4, TR_DM_1, TR_DM_2
Vertical Technical Requirements n/a
Non-functional requirements NFR_1, NFR_6, NFR_11, NFR_20

Table 10: Related Requirements for the Decentralized Data Store (DDS)

Subcomponents

The DDS is divided into four subcomponents, including only backend services (see also Figure
11).

Node The node is the most important part of the DDS. For a decentralised data store, there
are several nodes that are managed by different organisations. Each node stores data
in a local database and data is distributed on demand. To efficiently find data all nodes
manage a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) where data is addressable through its CID. Each
node disposes a dedicated endpoint for communication purposes.

Access Control The access control sits in front of each node and controls access to data.
Each read and write request must consist the identity and signature of the issuer so that
authorisation is verifiable. In general, the DDS is readable and writable by all entities of
the GLASS ecosystem.

Balancer For highly availability, the data must be distributed even before the demand is there.
Therefore, the balancer periodically simulates demand to trigger distribution of data. The
balancer can also act as a load balancer for requests to the DDS. For this purpose it sits
directly in front of the nodes themselves.

Arbiter At any point in time the DDS must allow users to delete their stored data. This can
have various reasons, the most common reasons are that the user leaves the GLASS
ecosystem or that storage of data in the DDS is no longer required. In particular, the
arbiter enforces the right to be forgotten, which is anchored in the GDPR. However, the
arbiter must ensure that data is only deleted when authorised. For this, the arbiter can
verify the authorised deletion through the sharing triplets logged in the DLT. When leaving
the system, the arbiter goes through all sharing triplets which correspond to the user and
sends deletion requests to all nodes for corresponding data located in the DDS. When an
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artefact should be deleted, the arbiter verifies that a corresponding sharing triplet exists
and sends an deletion requests to all nodes.

Figure 11: Basic interaction between subcomponents of the Decentralized Data Store (DDS)

Interfaces and Interactions

In principal, the DDS provides a dedicated RESTful endpoint for creating, reading and deleting
stored data. The CID is derived from the content itself and returned when data is stored. As
mentioned above, the CID of the requested data must be passed for reading. If a new version
of data must be stored it is handled as data with a new CID. If the old version of data is no
longer needed or is to be deleted for other reasons, this must be done through the arbiter by
passing the corresponding CID. In general, the DDS uses the DLT as a single point of truth
and is mainly requested by the WLT. In Figure 12 the process of data deletion via the arbiter is
depicted.

Figure 12: Exemplary interaction sequence "Deleting data from the Decentralized Data Store (DDS) via
the arbiter
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Technologies and Deployment

To operate the nodes of the DDS the use of the IPFS9 fulfills most of the requirements. It
provides content addressing through CIDs, a dedicated DHT algorithm and distribution and
decentralisation through its Peer-to-Peer (P2P) design. For the deployment, nodes should op-
erate via docker or kubernetes. Also all IPFS nodes must run in a private network to guarantee
confidentiality of the GLASS ecosystem and allow deletion of data. The arbiter can operate as a
dedicated program code running (smart contract) on the DLT and access control and balancer
must be implemented as an additional service.

5.4 Analytics Module

The ANM facilitates the execution of analysis of the data within the GLASS ecosystem. This
component enables users to obtain a better understanding of their transactions and assists
GLASS administrators in monitoring the operation of the GLASS platform, as well as further
understand the needs of users towards designing new DApps. More specifically, the ANM offers
the following features: (1) allow the execution of transactions’ analytics over the distributed
spaces of the GLASS ecosystem, (2) present through dedicated dashboards the transactions
analytics results, based on the users’ access rights, and (3) provide a user interface for the
exploration of transactions in the GLASS ecosystem, based on the users’ access rights.

Acronym ANM
Type Central
Layer Second
Visibility Partly Open

Related Requirements

The ANM is directly involved in the following requirements and use cases:

System Use Cases n/a
Business Use Cases n/a
User Requirements n/a
Legal Requirements n/a
Ethical Requirements n/a
Technical Requirements TR_AC_1
Vertical Technical Requirements TR_V_2, TR_V_9, TR_V_10, TR_V_11
Non-functional requirements NFR_1, NFR_3, NFR_8, NFR_9

Table 12: Related Requirements for the Analytics Module (ANM)

Subcomponents

The ANM is divided into the following components. Figure 13 illustrates their connections.
9https://ipfs.io
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Indexing Service This service will allow the indexing of information to be used by the ANM.
This service, will be built on top of the EXS, as it will use the functionalities of that service
for fetching and indexing the required information.

Analytics Service This constitutes the core service of the ANM, enabling the execution of
analyses with the application of specific pre-trained machine-learning algorithms. This
include an Analytics Model Import Service, which will allow stakeholders to import their
own pre-trained models to be used by the platform, following moderation of the imported
models and checks by the GLASS platform administrator prior to their inclusion in the
ANM.

Visualization Service This service will offer dedicated dashboards that will display the results
of the transaction analytics to the GLASS users based on their access rights.

Figure 13: Subcomponents of the Analytics Module (ANM)

Interfaces and Interactions

The ANM is tighlty integrated with EXS in order to acquire the information of the transactions to
be analysed and with the WLT to decide on the access rights data and transaction information.
Furthermore, an API to export the results of the analysis will be provided, that will be consumed
by the visualisation engine to display the results. Figure 14 shows the internal functionality of
the ANM.

Technologies and Deployment

The tentative technologies that for the development of the ANM are: Vue.js for the frontend
implementations, Node.js for the backend implementations, Machine Learning libraries such
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Figure 14: Basic interaction sequence of the Analytics Module (ANM)

as NumPy, scikit-learn for execution of analytics, and data querying technologies, such as
Elasticsearch for managing the data. The component will be deployed centrally in the GLASS
ecosystem.

5.5 Exploration Service

The EXS allows to search and browse for a variety of information, data and documents within
the entire GLASS network. The EXS acts as a central access points to the distributed data,
stored in the DLT and DDS. It depicts a standalone component, which should be used outside
the WLT with any web browser. In addition, it may be integrated into the WLT. The service
indexes at least the following artefacts of GLASS: evidences, documents, users, DApps, smart
contracts, and transactions. The EXS integrates appropriate mechanisms to ensure the privacy
and visibility of the artefacts, if applicable. The service itself is openly available, allowing to ev-
erybody without mandatory registration to explore open artefacts of the GLASS network.

Acronym EXS
Type Central
Layer Second
Visibility Partly Open

Related Requirements

The EXS is directly involved in the following requirements and use cases:

System Use Cases n/a
Business Use Cases n/a
User Requirements R-106, R-107, R-108, R-92
Legal Requirements LR-08, LR-14, LR-16
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Ethical Requirements n/a
Technical Requirements TR_IM_1, TR_AC_1, TR_TM_2, TR_TM_3, TR_TM_5,

TR_AA_2, TR_DM_1, TR_DD_2, TR_DD_3
Vertical Technical Requirements TR_V_12, TR_V_13, TR_V_14, TR_V_15
Non-functional requirements NFR_1, NFR_3, NFR_6, NFR_12, NFR_15, NFR_16

Table 14: Related Requirements for the Exploration Service (EXS)

Table 14 shows that the EXS has no part in the system and business use cases, but is con-
cerned with the user and legal requirements. In addition, it has to fulfill a set of technical,
vertical and non-functional requirements.

Subcomponents

The EXS is divided into three subcomponents, including two backend server-side services and
one client-side service (see Fgure 15).

Figure 15: Subcomponents of the Exploration Service (EXS)

Indexing Service The indexing service is responsible for gathering the data from the decen-
tralised and distributed nodes, namely the DLT and the DDS. Therefore, it will employ a
continuously running job to retrieve the latest data and process it. The data is processed
and transformed into a homogeneous data format and stored in a dedicated indexing
database system. Encrypted data remains encrypted and only non-sensitive metadata is
indexed in an unencrypted way. Furthermore, the service stores historical data, which is
not present in the network anymore.

Query Service The query service provides access to the indexing database via an API. It al-
lows full-text search, filtering and browsing through the data. The API implements access
control to restrict the scope of the exploration to the respective user. Encrypted data is
delivered to the caller of the API as is. The query service is not able to encrypt any data.

Exploration Frontend The exploration frontend constitutes an easy-to-use interface, to ac-
cess the query service. It is provided as a web application and offers the search, filter
and browse features for all registered and non-registered users. Registered users are
able to login with their DID and corresponding key.

Interfaces and Interactions

The EXS interacts with the DLT and the DDS. Figure 16 illustrates the basic interactions se-
quence, starting with the exploration frontend. As required for a web application the frontend
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will have a HTML/JavaScript interface. The query service will offer a comprehensive RESTful
API. The indexing services uses the interfaces of the DLT and the DDS.

Figure 16: Basic interaction sequence of the Exploration Service (EXS)

Technologies and Deployment

The implementation of the EXS will follow development paradigms for central web application
and service development. The query and indexing service employs a Python-based stack to
periodically retrieve the data from the GLASS ecosystem and create the RESTful interfaces.
As indexing database system a high-performance search server is used, such as Elasticsearch
or Solr. The exploration frontend is developed as a responsive Single-Page-Application with
the Vue.js framework. The deployment is performed with Docker, where each subcomponent
is delivered in a separate container.

5.6 Data Schema Transformer

The DST is a service to enable the intercommunication among centralised and decentralised or
distributed systems. It acts as an intercommunication layer that it is trained to identify the data
structures from external systems, recognise and map their internal data schemes and interpret
the information exchanged in a system understandable format. In this way, any physical and/or
legal entity, such as public administration, business and citizen, can integrate their own external
centralised System in the network, enabling interoperability between users, cross-border and
cross-sector organisations.

The transformation model is trained and deployed on the GPT-210 model and its function will
be delivered as a service through an API that performs question and answering tasks. The
model is trained to identify the data schemes of its input without having seen, performed and/or

10https://huggingface.co/gpt2
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trained to a similar example in the past. Its role is to establish the GLASS semantic layer and
align it with the EU interoperability standards.

Acronym DST
Type Local & Central
Layer First
Visibility Closed

Related Requirements

The DST is directly involved in the following requirements and use cases:

System Use Cases G-SYS-2-3-1, G-SYS-3-1-4, G-SYS-3-2-2
Business Use Cases G-PI-1, G-NI-1
User Requirements R-79, R-83, R-90, R-103
Legal Requirements LR-08, LR-14, LR-16
Ethical Requirements n/a
Technical Requirements TR_IM_1, TR_AC_1, TR_TM_2, TR_TM_3, TR_TM_5,

TR_AA_2, TR_DM_1, TR_DD_2, TR_DD_3, TR_DD_3
Vertical Technical Requirements TR_V_3, TR_V_4, TR_V_5, TR_V_6, TR_V_7, TR_V_8,

TR_V_9, TR_V_10, TR_V_11
Non-functional requirements NFR_1, NFR_3, NFR_4, NFR_11

Table 16: Related Requirements for the Data Schema Transformer (DST)

Subcomponents

The DST consists of the following components. Figure 17 illustrates the connections of the
subcomponents.

Data Generator The data generator is responsible for acquiring data for training and testing
process. It consists of two modules: A crawling services to aggregate information from
open sources and module that simulates data for different EU countries for all required
document and evidence types in the GLASS context. For the latter, synthetic data is
produced by using the text generation feature of the (i) Faker11 library and the (ii) GPT-212

pre-trained model.

Preprocessing Service This service transforms and harmonises the incoming data (training,
test and actual) into a common serialisation format.

Training and Testing Environment This component performs the actual model training, in-
cluding the testing. It hosts the training and the testing models. Partial tests will be
performed to verify the model against its operations.

Performance Evaluator A module that evaluates the predictions of the system based on dif-
ferent metrics. We will use a variation of F1 scoring for the evaluation of the performance.

Inference Module This component uses the model to understand the data generation process.
11https://faker.readthedocs.io
12https://github.com/openai/gpt-2
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Explainability Module This module contributes to the transparency of the outputs as it makes
them interpretable to the end user. It is based on the SHAP Explainer13.

Q&A Service The GPT-2 model will be fine-tuned to perform question and answering tasks
when it comes to interacting with its users. The model will be designed to learn how to
extract more important information from the text, thereby return a better text encoding
(expected output). The service will be accessible to the end users either by a dedicated
DApp that will access the WLT of the citizen, or via directly accessing, requesting and
querying end users’ WLTs.

Figure 17: Subcomponents of the Data Schema Transformer (DST)

Interfaces and Interactions

A graphical user interface will enable continuous testing, monitoring and optimisation of the
fine-tuning and model development. The end users will be able to call and interact with the
model either through a dedicated API or through the integration and deployment of the service
in a DApp withing the WLT. Figure 18 shows the basic workflow within the DST.

Technologies and Deployment

For the Synthetic data generation we will use two different methodologies. To prepare data for
fine-tuning our Q&A system, we need to extract questions, contexts, and answers from the data

13https://shap.readthedocs.io
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Figure 18: Interaction sequence of the Data Schema Transformer (DST)

into training and validation sets. The data will be generated through (i) Faker, and (ii) GPT-214,
to resemble virtual personas for the training of the models.

Initially, we focus on developing three models for each of the participating natural languages
(Portuguese, Turkish, Greek). At a second step, a multilingual model will be trained to per-
form question-answering tasks based on pre-trained models, such as GPT-2, able to receive
a question for the field of an ID, identify the semantic elements and schema of the input data
in different languages and formats, understand it, and return the requested field based on the
question. A zero shot task transfer or meta-learning approach will also test the knowledge ca-
pacity of the model towards training in a setting where the model is presented with few or no
training examples.

5.7 Data Sharing Framework

The DSF enables the creation and signing of agreements between data providers and data
consumers for the sharing of data (evidences/documents) within the GLASS ecosystem. So
essentially it creates or triggers smart contracts that define the access/sharing policies for spe-
cific evidences. Therefore the DSF supports the the creation and signing of smart contracts for
granting fine-grained access to specific data, ensuring trustworthiness and security of transac-
tions. If required, custom sharing contracts can be created in the DLT. The DSF ensures that
only required data is visible to the data consumer. In addition, the DSF provides the mecha-

14https://openai.com/blog/better-language-models/
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nisms to manage the assignment of proxy users.

The DSF constitutes an essential component, that is mostly situated at the intersection between
the GLASS end users and the public administration. It enforces sharing contracts on a logical
(and legal) level and complements the SCG, that enforces contract executions and deployments
on a technical level.

Acronym DSF
Type Decentral
Layer First
Visibility Closed

Related Requirements

The DSF is directly involved in the following requirements and use cases:

System Use Cases G-SYS-2-2-1, G-SYS-2-2-2, G-SYS-2-2-3, G-SYS-3-3-2, G-
SYS-3-3-3

Business Use Cases G-HL-1, G-HL-2, G-HL-3, G-PI-1, G-PI-2 G-NI-2, G-NI-4
User Requirements R-38, R-47, R-48, R-54, R-60 to R-77
Legal Requirements LR-08, LR-14, LR-16
Ethical Requirements n/a
Technical Requirements TR_AC_2, TR_EV_1, TR_EV_2
Vertical Technical Requirements TR_V_16, TR_V_17
Non-functional requirements NFR_1, NFR_3, NFR_4, NFR_24

Table 18: Related Requirements for the Data Sharing Framework (DSF)

Subcomponents

The DSF is comprised of three sub-components, that are mainly developed as smart contracts.
Figure 19 shows their interactions.

Contract Manager This service facilitates the creation and management of smart contracts for
data sharing. It offers a registry with pre-defined contracts for standard sharing and proxy
scenarios, that can be used out-of-the-box. In addition, it offers blueprints for creating
specific contracts.

Sharing Gateway This component is responsible for communicating with the DLT and creat-
ing/initialising the smart contracts.

Frontend Service This constitutes the user interface, enabling the users to participate in con-
tract transactions. It is integrated in the WLT.

Interfaces and Interactions

The DSF communicates mainly through REST APIs with the rest of the GLASS components
and services, in order to trigger the execution of the smart contracts that will read/write infor-
mation to/from the DLT. Figure 19 shows the basic sequence of creating a contract.
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Figure 19: Subcomponents of the Data Sharing Framework (DSF)

Figure 20: Exemplary interaction sequence "Creating a Contract" with the Data Sharing Framework
(DSF)

Technologies and Deployment

The tentative technologies that will be used for the implementation of the DSF are: Node.js for
the smart contract development, including the contract manager. Vue.js will be used for the
frontend implementation. The DSF will be completely decentralised.
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5.8 Secure Gateway

In contrast to the DSF, the SCG secures sharing contracts on a technical level to provide the
essential layer of security and integrity. The SCG mainly performs authorisation and validation
checks at runtime when a smart contract is executed. As these executions involve business
and authorisation rules based on user attribute, that are subject to change at any given time, a
verification may be required. This validation is performed by a smart contract, that implements
an Attribute-based Access Control (ABAC)15 engine, that checks if the access to the contract
is valid.

Acronym SCG
Type Decentral
Layer First
Visibility Closed

Related Requirements

The SCG is directly involved in the following requirements and use cases:

System Use Cases n/a
Business Use Cases n/a
User Requirements R-04, R-38, R-60, R-61, R-68
Legal Requirements LR-08, LR-14, LR-16
Ethical Requirements n/a
Technical Requirements TR_WAAS_3, TR_TM_6, TR_DD_4
Vertical Technical Requirements TR_V_16
Non-functional requirements NFR_24

Table 20: Related Requirements for the Secure Gateway (SCG)

Subcomponents

The Secure Gateway is solely developed as smart contracts, which are shown in Figure 21.

Initialization Module This module will consult the DST in order to retrieve the attribute defini-
tions and values of the user. While the WLT can provide evidence, validation of the smart
contract may require at runtime the latest values of user related attributes. It is possible
that the evidence provided by the Wallet may not suffice or is outdated.

ABAC Engine This component is the core of the SCG and performs the actual rule matching
to check if a execution of contract is valid.

Interfaces and Interactions

The SCG only communicates with other components in a read-only manner to avoid write
inconsistencies that could happen due to transaction rollbacks. This only involves external data

15https://csrc.nist.gov/Projects/Attribute-Based-Access-Control
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Figure 21: Subcomponents of the Secure Gateway (SCG)

sources, where data sources used exclusively by the SCG, such as the ABAC rule list, can be
modified.

The main interaction points are the following: (1) The Secure Gateway interfaces directly with
DApps to ensure that user requests fulfil the authorisation conditions. Since the DApps will be
mostly smart contracts as well, the interface will be a smart contracts library. DApps will call
the SCG via smart contract procedure call. (2) This integration with the DST will be used for
retrieval of attribute definitions and values and based on a RESTful API.

These interactions can be seen in the sequence diagram in Figure 22. Possible interactions
between DApps and the Wallet that may be required for initialisation are not depicted. After
validation, the DApp can use the Wallet to create its execution environment and run according
to its business flow.

Figure 22: Basic sequence of the Secure Gateway (SCG)
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Technologies and Deployment

The detailed technologies depend on the underlying technology of the DLT, that will be most
likely Hyperledger Fabric. We intent to use the Go language for developing the smart contracts.
Node.js will be used for the local runtime testing. Deployment is expected to follow two tech-
niques, depending on the version of the smart contracts deployed: (1) unstable versions will be
packaged in archive files that developers can deploy, approve and commit during development
and testing. (2) Incremental stable releases will be deployed on the DLT infrastructure. They will
be available in the development and testing networks and will be also packaged in installation
scripts so that any local deployment of the GLASS ecosystem incorporates the SCG.

5.9 GLASS Ecosystem & SDK

The GLASS-SDK is an extensive infrastructure for developers that will facilitate rapid deploy-
ment and prototyping of GLASS-compliant DApps. This set of tools allows developers to recre-
ate a local GLASS-compliant environment containing all the core infrastructure (e.g., DLT, DDS,
WLT, etc.) needed to simulate GLASS with a minimal set of resources. DApps, that are imple-
mented, using the GLASS-SDK will be able to be packaged and deployed into the production
GLASS environment using minimal extra configuration. This includes both the frontend and the
backend (smart contracts) components of all the DApps, that will be implemented to execute
the use case scenarios defined in GLASS. Generally, the ecosystem will facilitate developers
to checkout skeleton code, package smart contracts and test DApps.

Acronym GLASS-SDK
Type Central and Decentral
Layer First
Visibility Partly Open

Related Requirements

The GLASS-SDK is directly involved in the following requirements and use cases:

System Use Cases n/a
Business Use Cases n/a
User Requirements R-106, R-107, R-108
Legal Requirements LR-08, LR-14, LR-16
Ethical Requirements n/a
Technical Requirements TR_IM_1, TR_AC_1, TR_TM_2, TR_TM_3, TR_TM_5,

TR_AA_2, TR_DM_1, TR_DD_2, TR_DD_3
Vertical Technical Requirements TR_V_12, TR_V_13, TR_V_14, TR_V_15
Non-functional requirements NFR_1, NFR_3, NFR_6, NFR_12, NFR_15, NFR_16

Table 22: Related Requirements for the GLASS Ecosystem & SDK (GLASS-SDK)

Subcomponents

The GLASS-SDK has four main components, that are illustrated in Figure 23.
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GLASS SDK Base code and libraries (backend and skeleton frontend) that needs to be used
as a basis for the DApp development.

Public Documentation A comprehensive specification and documentation of the SDK and
ecosystem, that is publicly available.

Virtualisation Environment Virtualisation scripts for re-constructing locally a minimal GLASS
developer network and a containerised environment for deploying a GLASS infrastructure
in the developers network.

Deployment Environment Scripts for deploying the DApp into a GLASS-compliant ecosystem
or the actual production system.

Figure 23: Subcomponents of the GLASS Ecosystem & SDK (GLASS-SDK)

Interfaces and Interactions

The basic development process of a DApp is depicted in Figure 24. The initial access point
is the public documentation, that enables developers to start the process of creating a GLASS
DApp. They use the GLASS SDK to create their backend and frontend services and test and
refine them in the local virtualisation environment. This does not require any communication
with online servers. After completion the deployment environment allows to deploy the DApp to
the actual GLASS ecosystem or a organisational online test system.

Technologies and Deployment

Blockchain (HLF), GitLab, Virtualisation (VirtualBox, Vagrant), Containerization (Docker), Ku-
bernetes, Scripting (Bash), GoLang

5.10 Smart Contracts

Although, the smart contracts do not constitute components on their own, they are an essential
detail of the entire architecture. This section shows an overview of all fixed smart contracts,
that where introduced in the previous sections. This is list is subject to change and only reflect
the current state of the design process.
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Figure 24: Exemplary interaction sequence "Developing a GLASS-DApp" with the GLASS Ecosystem &
SDK (GLASS-SDK)

Contract Manager (DSF) is a smart contract for managing smart contracts for sharing and
proxy use-cases. It acts as a registry for pre-defined sharing and proxy smart contracts
and provides skeletons for new contracts.

Sharing Contract (DSF) is a smart contract for sharing purposes. It defines sharing policies
for specific evidences.

Proxy Contract (DSF) is a smart contract for proxy purposes. It manages the assignment of
delegated users who act as proxies for specific shared data.

Sharing Gateway (DSF) is a smart contract for communication between WLT and DLT, more
precisely, the contract manager.

Secure Gateway Init Service (SCG) is a smart contract that communicates with the DLT to
retrieve user attributes. From there, a dedicated instance of the ABAC Engine can be
initialised.

ABAC Engine (SCG) is a smart contract that controls access based on user’s attributes in the
SCG. It allows to add new attribute-based rules and check authorization based on set
user attributes.

Group Management (DLT) is a smart contract for managing group memberships in the GLASS
ecosystem. It allows to create new groups, create group ledger and group transactions.

Signer Management (DLT) is a smart contract for managing trusted signers in the GLASS
ecosystem. It allows to add new trusted signers and define their rights.

Arbiter (DDS) is a smart contract for enforcing the right to be forgotten in the DDS. It ensures
that stored data is securely deleted when requested.
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SDK (GLASS-SDK) is a collection of smart contracts that are pre-defined for developers of
the GLASS ecosystem. These can be incorporated into new smart contracts and are
intended to simplify their development.
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6 Conclusion and Outlook
This deliverable introduced the first version of the GLASS architecture. We presented related
work regarding blockchain-based eGovernment architecture and we showed a high-level view
on the architecture. The core part of our work is the first concise and consolidated view on
the various GLASS components, their interactions and inner functionalities. We created this
deliverable on top of the findings of D3.1-D3.3 and detailed interviews with our technical part-
ners.

The major contributions of our work are the delimitation for the individual components of the
GLASS system, the introduction of subcomponents and the mapping of components to the
basis technical uses cases. This deliverable will be a first guide for the development phase of
the project.

However, the document constitutes only the first version. A second and final version of the
architecture will be published in September 2022 (M21). This version will draw knowledge from
the practical implementation phase and the outcomes from the various tasks related to the
individual components in work packages (WP) 4, 5, 6 and 7. The second version will, among
other things, add the following:

• a more in-depth technical description of the scenarios and uses cases,

• the final specifications and features for each component,

• the practical GLASS data model,

• API descriptions,

• a sub-architecture for the decentral and smart-contract-driven components, and

• a comprehensive deployment concept.

Next Steps

The general next steps to work towards the final version of the architecture, include intensive
technical workshops with all partners and a close liaison with the development tasks.
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